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System Security, Spring 2010 - Exercise 3

Exercise 1: A JTAG-based attack

a) The JTAG standard has been designed to facilitate the testing of PCBs since the use
of multiple layers and highly integrated circuits made the physical access impractical.
To simplify the testing of the interconnections every input and output pin of the chip
have at least one boundary cell which allows to inject signals directly to each pin
or to read out its current state and therefore to verify that two pins are properly
connected. The access of the boundary cells is controlled using the test access port
which is specified in the JTAG standard.

The boundary scan architecture can not only be used during the manufacturing of
the PCBs but also during the development since it provides a convenient method to
debug. Often the manufacturer implement additional instructions that provide the
developer with additional debug options or the in–circuit programming.

b) Using the data sheet of the Tmote Sky [3] the JTAG interface can be found easily.

c) The MSP430 programmer is connected to the JTAG interface of the Tmote Sky using
a JTAG adapter. Using the programmer we can now read out the EEPROM and
program flash of the chip.

d) The dumped image is an Intel HEX file (which can be found out using srec_info
rsa.txt -Guess if it’s not already known). Since the interpretation of that file is rather
inconvenient one might want to use the mspgcc toolchain to convert it to a msp430 bi-
nary (msp430-objcopy -I ihex -O elf32-msp430 rsa.txt rsa.elf) and then dis-
assemble (msp430-objdump -Dw rsa.elf > rsa.lst) it.

Figure 1: disassembled memory dump
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Figure 2: disassembled memory dump (cont.)

e) Looking at the last section of the disassembled code we find the location of the
power up interrupt routine which we can then go through either by hand or using a
simulator/debugger, however taking a closer look at the dump (4042–407a) we can
easily spot the public exponent and the modulus. It’s not hard to guess that the
remaining data between the public key is the private exponent. The relevant data is
0114 6bd0 7f0b 74c0 86df 00b3 7c60 2a0b, after the verification that we can use
it to decrypt a message, that was encrypted using the public exponent, we know that
we have found the private key.

Listing 1: encryption / decryption (python)
1 from b i t s t r i n g import Bi tS t r i ng
2 e = Bi tS t r i ng ( hex=’ 5abb ’ )
3 d = Bi tS t r i ng ( hex=’ 01146 bd07f0b74c086df00b37c602a0b ’ )
4 n = Bi tS t r i ng ( hex=’ 1 d7777c38863aec21ba2d91ee0fa f51 ’ )
5 i = 123456789
6 k = pow( i , e . int , n . i n t ) ; print k
7 c = pow(k , d . int , n . i n t ) ; print c

Sources: [2, 1, 3]
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